
MCYBSA OPEN BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
AGE SPECIFIC RULES

8U REC & SELECT COACH PITCH

DEFENSE

 There shall be ten (10) players on defense, with four (4) outfielders in an umbrella set-up.  If only nine 
(9) players are available, there shall be only three (3) outfielders.  An outfielder can only make an 
unassisted out by catching a fly ball (cannot enter the infield to tag a runner or a base; must throw to an 
infielder).  Outfielders must be positioned in the grass or approximately twenty (20) feet behind the base 
paths on fields with large infields.

 Free substitution is permitted but no player may change positions in the batting order.
 The pitcher must have at least one (1) foot inside the chalk circle until the ball is hit.
 In order for play to end, the defense must stop the forward progress of the lead runner.  The umpire will 

call “time” when all runners have stopped attempting to advance.  All overthrows are live balls.
 Two (2) coaches will be allowed to coach the outfield from foul territory on either side of the field.

OFFENSE

 Each batter will receive five (5) pitches or three (3) strikes.  An at-bat cannot end on a foul ball (unless 
caught) or a hit batter; a hit batter is a no-pitch.

 There shall be no walks.
 No bunting is allowed and, if in the umpire's judgment, the batter did not take a full swing, the pitch is a 

strike and no runners may advance.  The umpire's decision is final.
 The coach-pitcher shall utilize only one ball which will be supplied by the umpire(s).
 If a batted ball hits the coach-pitcher, it shall be ruled a dead ball and no pitch.  If the coach-pitcher 

interferes with play in any other way, it shall be an immediate dead ball and the batter and any runners 
forced to advance on the hit will advance one base only.  

 The coach-pitcher must pitch from the pitching plate and may not coach the batter and/or base runners in 
any way after the pitch is thrown.  The first offense for this shall be a warning and all subsequent 
offenses will result in the leading base runner being declared “out” by the umpire(s). 

 Runners may not leave base until the ball is hit.  The penalty for doing so shall be that the runner cannot 
score and will be declared “out” by the umpire(s) at the end of the play unless put out during the play; all 
other actions shall stand.  NOTE:  If a runner leaves a base early but the ball is not put into play, the 
umpire(s) may simply issue a warning.

 A maximum of eight (8) runs can be scored in any half inning.  The ball becomes dead when the eighth 
(8th) run crosses home plate or the third (3rd) out is made.  This rule does not apply to the sixth (6th) inning 
or any tie-breaker inning (see rule 1.6 of the MCYBSA Tournament General Rules) thereafter.

 No collisions will be tolerated (see rule 5.2 of the MCYBSA Tournament General Rules).
 The throwing of bats will not be tolerated (see rule 5.3 of  the MCYBSA Tournament General Rules).
 The infield fly rule does not apply.

 The dropped third strike rule does not apply.

**For any rules not covered herein, consult the official rules of the MCYBSA.


